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THEORY J PRl\XIS AND HISTORY: , , 
FRfWTZ FMUN AND JOSE CARLOS W\RIAlEGUI 

by 

Ntongela Masilela 

In the colonies the economic substructure 
is also a superstructure. The cause is the 
consequence; you are rich because you are 
white, you are white because you are rich. 
This is why Marxist analysis should always 
be slight.ly stretched every time we have ·to 
do with the colonial problem. 

--Frantz Fanon 

The Marxist tactic is thus dynamic and dia
lectical as is the very doctrine of Marx; 
the socialist will not operate in a vacuum, 
does not disregard tbe pre-existing situa
tion .... It conforms solidly to historical 
reality, but does not resign itself passive
ly to it. 

, 1 .~ . --Jose Car as Man.ategui 

'.nris essay or .presentation nEJ:ely attenpts to trace, 
within a delimited social space and historical oontext, a the
oretical path through the readily available (i.e., in English 
translation) critical writings of Fanon and Mariategui. Though 
this tracing is infollOOd by a particular understanding ani ar
ticulation of histo:r:y (the central concept of class struggle, 
the question of class confrontations and ideological contesta
tions) , it Cbes rot pretend to be a catprehensi ve and total 
analysis of the nature and scope of the political and social 
praxes of Mari{tegui and Faron as evidenced in their respective 
writings in relation to particular historical oonjunctures. 
Such an approach, which would be conprehensi ve in its totality, 
would require a concrete materialist analysis of the rrode of 
production in dan:i.nance (in dan:i.nance because ro rrode of pro
duction in histo:r:y ever exists in its purity ani singularity, 
it is always a synthesis in relation to, and beyond certain 
particular variants of that I!Dde of produ±ion) , and also an 
analysis of the social relations of production, in relation to 
the social classes within a particular social structure. '.nris 
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would be true for Fanon within Algeria in relation to other 
international social dynamics and confrontations; and also for 
Mari6tegui within Peru in relation to other international cx:m
frontations and cx:mtestations. In short, such an approach 
would require ned.iation by two nodes whiCh dete.rin:ine and guide 
theoretically any correct materialist analysis of social struc
tures: an analysis of any society must begin by locating and 
determining the daninant node of production, this would be in 
relation to the social relations of production which detennine 
the nature of surplus extraction; through detennining the domi
nant node of production within a particular social space, one 
can locate its class structure and detennine materialistically 
which class is in dominance and rules within particular social 
orders. These two 110<Es which detennine a correct theoretical 
cq:proach to social analysis of social structures were enphasized 
by Elizabeth l))re and John Weeks in a locid article . "Class 
Alliances and Class Struggle in Peru" which cq:peared in the 
Summer issue (19J7) .of Latin Ameriaan Perspeatives.l 

This particular, and to be sure, necessacy analysis, is 
beyond the scope of this short essay or presentation; for the 
essay is not original and relies on secx:mdary materials. '!bat 
said, we have to ask ourselves two :ftmdamantal questions: what 
is the nature of the historical significance and political nean
ing of praxis in the writings and political practices of .Mari!
tegui . and Fanon? what is the relevance of their historical and 
social praxes for cx:mtenporacy revolutionacy struggles present
ly being waged in latin Anerica and Africa? The historical 
significance and political neaning of their praxes for our tine 
can only be understood and realized in practice within a reso
lutely and inplacably anti-inperialist perspective, i.e., with
in a cxmtext of national and social liberation (in short, class 
struggle). Only within this cx:mtext can their respective prax
es have cx:mcreteness for us today. 

In a rressage , (which in fact has bec:x::ne his political 
testanent) , to the first Congress of latin Anerican Cbnm.mist 
Parties held in M::ntevideo, in late 1929, Mari~tegui wrote: 

In·aonalusion, we are anti-imperialists 
beaause we are Marxists, beaause we are 
revolutionaries, beaause we oppose soaial
ism to aapitalism, believing them to be 
antagonistia systems and that soaialism 
must foUow upon aapitaZism. In the 
struggle against foreign imperialism we 
aomply with our duty to demonstrate our 
solidarity towards the revolutionary masses 
of Europe. 2 

And elsewhere he wrote: 
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While we must not fail to make .use of 
any element of anti-imperialist agita
tion, or of any means of mobilizing 
those social sectors that may eventually 
participate in the struggle, our mission 
is to show the masses that only the 
socialist revolution can present a real 
and effective barrier to the advances of 
imperialism. 3 

In the same anti-.irrperialist vein, Fanon wrote in The Wretched 
of the Earth, defending in 1961 the CUban Revolution against 
American imperialist aggression: 

In the present international context, 
capitalism does not merely operate an 
economic blockade against African or 
Asiatic colonies. The United States 
with its anti-Castro operations is 
opening a new chapter in the long story 
of man's toiling advance toward free
dom. Latin America, made up of new in,.. 
dependent countries which sit at the 
United Nations and raise the wind there, 
ought to be an object lesson for Africa. 
These former colonies since their liber
ation have suffered the brazenfaced rule 
of Western capitalism in terror and 
destitution. 

The liberation of Africa and the growth 
of consciousness among mankind have made 
it possible for the Latin American peoples 
to break with the old merry-go-round of dic
tatorships where each succeeding regime 
exactly resembled the preceding one. Castro 
took over power in Cuba, and gave it to the 
people. This heresy is felt to be a na
tional scourge by the Yankees, and the 
United States now organizes counterrevOlu
tionary brigades, pu~s . together a provi
sional government, burns the sugar-cane 
crops, and generally has decided to strangle 
the Cuban people mercilessly. But this will 
be difficult. The people of Cuba will 
suffer, but they will conquer. The 
Brazilian president James Quadros has just 
announced in a declaration of historic 
importance that his country will defend 
the Cuban Revolution by all means. Perhaps 
even the United States may draw back when 
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faced with the declared will of the 
peoples. When that day comes, we' 11 
hang out the flags, for it will be a 
decisive· rooment for the men and women 
of the whole world. The almighty dollar, 
which when all is said or done is only 
guaranteed by slaves scattered all over 
the globe, in the oil wells of the Middle 
East, the mines of Peru or of the Congo, 
and the United Fruit or Firestone pianta
tions, will then cease to dominate with all 
its force these slaves which it has created. 
and who continue, empty-headed and empty
bellied, to feed fro~ their substance.4 

Within our present historical oontext, the aqti-i.nperi
aUst perspective fonrulated arid articulated by Marilttegui and 
Farx:m has attained its profol.md historical significance and 
political rreaning, its materialist and ooncrete fonn, in the 
solidarity of proletarian internationalism between CUba and 
Ancpla. In this historical reality, the praxis of proletarian 
internationalism forges a ooncrete intersectional unity between 
the histories of CUba and Ancpla, a unity in eoonanic, social, 
political and cultural relations. A unity, which will have i
deological effects on the developnental process of Latin Ameri
can and African oontinents. 

'lbis present unity ·bebleen CUban and Angolan histories 
represents the 110st progressive norient in the developing re
lations bebleen Latin American and Africa. 'lbis unitY between 
CUba and Angola is a oontinuati911 of the ant). -imperialistic 
praxes of Frantz Fanon and Jos€ carlos Mari~tegui. Within an 
anti-i.nperialistic perspective, as Cabral has shcMn in his book, 
Revolution in Guinea, a people define and write their heroic 
history through the instn,ments of anred struggle. 5 Debray 
calls this process of writing history through heroic struggle, 
seizing hold of the now of history: 

Sei~ing hold of the 'now' of history 
(in a given country, at a given. time, 
though of course it also ·involves a
seizing of the world at a given time, 
just as it implies a knowledge of all 
the previous history of the country 
itself) serves as a kind ·of touch
stone, for the theorectical validity 
pf 'science' ••.•.• 6 

II 
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The anti-inperialist perspectives of Fanon and Mari'-te
gui presuppose an understanding and articulation of histo:ry 
which is ~rediated by praxis within an on-going class stru::mle. 
It is necessa:ry therefore to theorize, tix:>ugh briefly, a parti
cular conception of histo:ry in order to make nore a:xrprehensi
ble the praxes of Fanon and Mari~tegui. 

Thou;:rh it is throu;:rh a rraterialist and dialectical ana
lysis of production systans within particular social forrrations 
(i.e., an analysis of a particular node of production, or a syn
thesis of other nodes within it, or their parallel existence), 
that one can understand the novenent of histo:ry, it is only 
throu;:rh establishing and pinpointing darercations within it, 
that one can possibly understand the nature of the ItDVatlellt it
self in relation to the mediating intervention of class strug
gle. '!he crisis points of histo:ry, or better still, the ·crisis 
points within histo:i:y indicate the ?tctuality of its novenent; 
the culmination m::rrent or process of an event and the beginning 
sequence of another within a oorrplex historical tirre. '!he re
solution of the crisis points of histo:ry gives rise to new situ.,.. 
ations and events which are qualitatively distinct fran the giv
ens of the past. The resolution of the: crisis points of his
to:ry is a rranifestation of catplex laws of social developtent, 
which also indicate the paracb:xes of histo:ry (i.e. , the delayed 
effects of social contradictions, IreanS and ends situated in 
opposite relationship to each other). These crisis points of 
histo:ry, which to be sure, are a produ::t of eooncmic, social, 
political and cultural contradicticns are, as Debray indicates, 
the driving forces of histo:ry: 

The moment of the break-up is what we may 
call the crisis, the confrontation between 
two contraries, the point of articulation 
between two unities, two periods of history, 
two political or social regimes, two rela
tionships between stable forces.? 

'!he dialectical resolution of crisis points within so
cial structures naps and traces the qualitative and quantitative 
transforrrational processes within histo:ry; these crisis points 
indicate social oontradictions within a social stnlcture in 
dialectical relation to social tensions from without. This ~ 
ticular novenent of histo:ry through crisis articulates the pro
cess of dialectical unity between the specific and the uni ver
sa!; a reasoning which goes fran theo:ry to fact, fran the logic 
of histo:ry to its eni:x::>di.nent in the imnediate reality of society 
as concluded by Debray. 

This conception of histo:ry effects a particular under
standing of the revolutiona:ry process of social stnlctures: the 
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eaananic and social orders. 'lhe eoorxmic and social st.rlx:tures 
of underdevelOped countries, in our particular case Algeria and 
Peru, are <pverned by the law of uneven and carbined develop
mentS: a law that makes c:x:tlprehensible the superinposition of 
the nest advanced capitalist $1:.rlx:tures on the nest backward 
processes, or on the backward social terrain. '!be law articu
lates the si.nul.taneous existence, within the sane social space, 
of the nost advanced production relations and the nest back
ward production relations: a paraooxi.cal and organic relation
ship is effected whid'l nerely illustrates the profane nature of 
histo:cy: a parallel relationship which is effected within a 
social synthesis. In short, the law of uneven and carbined 
devel.oprent traces the particular nature of the class structure 
within a social structure, and the historical traditions and 
political histo:cy of its agents of transformation. 

'lbrough the law of uneven and carbined develcprent of 
the productive process of a particular social structure, a ma
terialist analysis maps the nature of the disproportionate de
velcprent of social forces9: the unequal econanic, political, 
social, and cultural relations between different social classes: 
the proletariat, the peasant:cy, the petty-bow:geoisie and the 
bourgeoisie class: and also the relations between their parti
cular fractions. Of course, the law of uneven and carbined 
devel.oprent takes on particular vax>iations within the social 
structures of particular underdeveloped countries. It is 
throu:Jh articulating this law as a carbinatorial unity of the 
reciprocity between social agents and social forces of a social 
s1:.rlx:ture that histo:cy as a novarent of the dialectical syn
thesis of internal and external contradictions of an underdevel
oped count:cy bea:rres concretely cx:mprehensible. 

'lhe intelligibility of su::h a historical oonceptuali
zation is nediated by particular eoooomic categ:>ries: (on the 
whole uniqtE to a particular node of production, its social 
ensa:rbles uniqtE to it) labour p:::wer, relative and absolute 
surplus value, capital, ground rent, etc: catl=9Qries which are 
neither eternal fUed or abstract but are in a constant process 
of historicizationlO in order to reveal the relativity and 
transitivity of the nodes of production and their social forma
tions. '!be econanic categories themselves are historical and 
transito:cy specifying a nment of a determined historical con
juncture. Mari~tegui and Fanon analyzed the s1:.rlx:ture of the 
social wholell of their ' respective historical-social terrains 
(Peru and latin Anerica, Algeria and Africa) through the instru

nents of Marxist eoooom.ic cate<pries in order not only to in-
fonn, but also to formulate the content of their unique, and 
respective concepts of histo:cy. It is the correct conceptuali
zation of histo:cy ;in relation to a social structure (forces of 
production, production relations, social relations of produc-
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tion), that detennines and guides a co:rrect political practice; 
a political practice which also in tun1 determines and info:r:ns~ 
the content of the concept of history. I:bth E'anon 1 s and Maria
tegui 1 s writings and praxes reflect an awareness of this nature 
of reciprocity. 

It is IX>t by chance therefore that in Fanon 1 s writings, 
in particular the flt>etched of the Ear>th, and MarH1tegui 1 s 
Seven Interpretive Essays on Peruvian Reality we find parallel 
theoretical fonnulations, whidl do not necessarily ooincide or 
confinn each other, but reveal a singular instance of the his
torical trajectories of their political practices. Both give 
greater praninence to the analysis of cultural and superstru~ 
tural levels or orders, as is the case with Western Marxism; 
similarly, both analyze the ideological effects and social oon
seqrences of oolonial danination on the culture of daninated 
and oppressed peoples; as already indicated, they are resolute
ly anti-imperialist; and lastly, Fanon and Maric!tegui inter
penetrate the superst.rtd:ual and infrast.rtd:ural orders of a 
social forrration, as a necessary theoretical presUH;X>sition for 
analyzing oolonial OOm:ination. 

It is necessary at this juncture to situate both Fanon 
and Maric(tegui in their respective historical contexts in order 
to concreQ.ze the historical significance and political meaning 
of their praxes for us today. 

III 

The develqmmtal unity of Mariftegui 1 s intellectual 
fonnation was within the oontext of the historical, social, po
li tical and cultural after effects of the.. War of the Pacific 
(1879-1884); a war between Peru and Chile over, aroong other 
things, the oontrol of the desert nitrate areas, in which Peru 
was defeated and Chile occupied Lima fran 1881 to 1884. The 
era of the War of the Pacific is a great watershed in Peruvian 
history: a historical oonjmcture characterized by the begin
nings of the penetration of foreign nonopoly capital, and ex
acemated by the developing and intensifying class struggle be
tween the national bourgeoisie and the rising proletarian class; 
ail epoch in which acoording to Bollingerl2, there was an acce
lerated e:xpansion of capitalist relations of production and the 
disintegration of the pre-capitalist nodes of production. A 
critical period which has, to a large extent, detennined the 
historical oourse of m:XIern-day Peru. 

Manuel Gonz&lez Prada was the outstanding intellectual 
figure who daninated and greatly influenced the nature of the 
ideological and cultural oontestations within this particular 
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ncment of Peruvian history; an influence that was to have pro
JX)unoed effects on the intellectual develop!leilt and fonnation 
of Jo4 carlos Mari~tegui. Four major t:henes danina:ted Gonza
lez Prada 1 s intellectual t:OOught and political practice tl1eires 
that were to be a point of departure for Mariategui: national 
integration based on the indigezxms Inca heritage; land reform 
and elimination of the hacienda systan; criticism of the catho
lic Church for its reactionary involvatent in Peruvian poli
tics.l3 

'nx>ugh Gonz~ez Prada was critical of the pseu:'lo-deno
cratic nature of Peruvian society, his criticisn lost its his
torical and social basis or legitimacy because of the anarchis
tic thrust which was central within it. Nevertheless, through 
his jomnal., Germinal, Gonz~ez Prada attarpted to forge a uni
ty between intellectu:tls and workers. An attenpt which led him 
correctly to proclaim that the proletariat would solve the cen
tral prrolem, that of exploitation, through revolution: such a 
revolution for Gonz.fiez Prada would be catalysmic, anarchistic, 
absolutely spontaneous, and rressianic. Nevertheless, Manuel 
Q:nz~ez Prada was a great figure who grappled with the nost 
critical and central prrolerns that effected Peruvian society at 
that tine, the era between the War of the Pacific and the First 
\'brld War. 

It was Gonzal~z Prada 1 s anti -clericalism and i.dentifi
cation with the Indian population which had the nost i.rmedi.ate 
and pronounced effect on the generation of young intellectuals 
knaNn as "the. generation of 1919"; thiS anti-cler.ia.lisn, of 
Gonzalez Prada expressed in a nest unc:onprani.sing foDl!Ulation: 

With very rare exceptions, from the time 
immemorial, priests l1ave been the more 
determined oppressors of Humanity, espe
cially of the underprivileged class. In 
the past, they did nothing to abolish 
pauperism and improve the social condi
tion of the masses; in the present it is 
the same old story .•• They perpetuate the 
grossest superstitions and live petrified 
in an atmosphere of errors and lies. They 
constitute a force hostile to civiliza
tion ••• They have no reason to exist.l4 

Gonz~ez Prada 1 s influence which was nost in depth and scope, 
was stmnarized in the follaring manner by Mari~tegui: 

Gonzllez Prada was more a literary figure 
than a political one. But the political 
transcendence of his work may be greater 
than the literary ••• His individualist 
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spirit •.• was not adequate for the direc
tion of a vast collective work (i.e., the 
development of a revolutionary program), 
He was an accusor, not a builder ••• but ••• 
in the depths of this Parnassian there is 
a romantic who never despairs of the power 
of the spirit.l5 

It was tmder this great historical legacy of Gonz~ez Prada 
that Mari~tegui 1 s intellectual fonr.ation and J=Oli tical practice 
took on a cxmcrete developnent: a legacy that was a product 
of the social tensions, class oontradictions and ideological 
cxmtestations; an intellectual develOfi!Eilt that was tO be later 
influenced by Pierro Cbbetti, the Italian revolutionary da!o
c.:rat, Henri Barbusse, the French writer and socialist thinker, 
Julian Sorel, the French syndicalist thinker, and Antonio 
Gramsci, the great Italian Marxist philosopher and fotmder of 
the Italian Camrunist Party during his European exile, 1919 to 
1923; an exile period whose historical cxmcatenation and vicis
situdes influenced Mari.(tegui 1 s turn towards socialism and 
Marxism; a turn tcMards socialism that was also influenced by 
the historical consequences of the October Revolution of 1917. 

Fran the ti.ne of his E!Iployrrent as a oopy boy and later 
as proofreader for the newspaper, La Prensa, in 1909 to his 
death in 1930 (at the time when he was editor of his great 
journal, Amauta), Mari~tegui 1 s J=Olitical praxis was a reflection 
of an intervention in the Peruvian class struggle, in an at
tenpt to forge tmity between the working class, the Indians and 
revolutionacy intellectuals; a forged tmity that was historic
ally realized in the Permrian Socialist Party (founded by Maria
tegui in 1928) which was three years later to transfonn itself 
into the Peruvian Ccmrnmist Farly. Mari~tegui 1 s intervention 
in the Peruvian J=Olitical and class stru::mle, which was intensi
fying and in a process of qualitative grcwth at a remarkable 
pace, had ideological effects on the J=Olitical partisanship of 
his publication; a partisanship that forged solidarity with the 
proletarian class. Consequently, the banning of Mari~tegui 1 s 
different cultural and J=Oli tical publications by the I£!gui.a 
govennrent, was not an attarpt nerely to stifle the "intellec
tual subjectivity of Jos6 carlos 1 J=Olitical grcwth"l4, but an 
attanpt to break the tmity between revolutionary intellectuals 
and the working class and the qualitative grcwth of the Peruvian 
class struggle. In short, each ,of Mari~tegui 1 s journals (Colo
nida, a cultural and literary journal CD-SJ=Onsored with Abraham 
Valdelanar, FeJ.ix del Valle, and cesar Faloon; Nuestra Epica, 
whose oontent was nore J=Olitical than literary; La Razon, 
a leftist jotmal oo-fotmded with clsar Falc&i, which called 
for the creation of a socialist society;· Claridad, 
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joint publication with Haya de la Torre in 1923 and 1924, y,tJich 
shifted its political orientation fran solely appealirlg to stu
dents and militants, to solidarity with the working class; 
Amauta, a social and political journal which becaire an instru
mant for organizing a political party and ooncretizing the uni
ty between rni.li tants and workers) , reflected a particular phase 
of his intellectual devel.opOOnt and political practice within 
a particular phase of the class s"tru}gle and ideological con
frontations in Peru; a concretizing of the politics of the pre
sent stru:Jgle; a singular social phase reflecting the dlanging 
politics and social structure of the Peruvian a:nposite social 
fonoation. 

In the first issue of Amauta, pwlished in 1926, Maria'
tegui defined his historical project and political practice in 
the fol~ eloquent manner: 

The object of this journal is to state, to 
clarify and became acquainted with the prob
lems of Peru from doctrinal and scientific 
points of view. But we will always consi
der Peru within the world panorama. We 
will study all of the movements of social 
change -- political, philosophical, artis
tic, literary and scientific. Everything 
human is within our scope. This journal 
will find the new man of Peru, first with 
those peoples of Latin America, and finally 
with the other peoples of the world.11 

It was the presentation and eJ!eCiltion of this historical project 
. -the analysis of Peruvian class· and social contradictions 
fran the perspective of historical materialism (the science of 
Manci.sm) , the linking of the Peruvian proletarian revolutionary 
s"tru]gle with other international proletarian revolutional:y 
stru:Jgles, the necessity for left-wing intellectuals to examine 
cultural products and processes fran the perspective of dialec
tical materialism (the philosophy of Manci.sm), the analysis of 
praxis which . is a product of the practical unity between the 
working class and revolutionary intellectuals, the historical 
integration of Amerindians within particular Latin American 
oountries - by Mari,tegui and the Peruvian Socialist Party (la
ter to bea:ma the camnmist Party of Peru) that brought about 
the opposition of, and the eVen.tual break with Haya de 1a Torre 
and APRA ('!he American Popular Revolutionary Alliance) in 1924. 

'!his historical break between Josl Carlos Mari(tegui and 
Haya de la Torre, was. a delayed culrni.nation of the ideological 
effect of the geru;rral. strike of 1918 and the worker's strike and 
insurrection of 1919; a strike and an insurrection which marked 
" ••• the onset of a long period of ideological and political 
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s~gle between socialists, led initially by Jos6 carlos Ma
riltegui, and the petty bourgeois Aprista Party (APRA) , led by 
Haya de la Torre ... "18 '!his historical break was also partial
ly a process of the rupture and quantitative transfonration of 
production relations within the Peruvian social fonration due 
to the penetration of inperial and finance capital: 

The petty-bourgeoisie opposes imperialism but not 
captialism, since commodity production is its 
material base ••• The proletariat is not destroyed 
by imperialism, but grows with it as capital ex
pands. While both the petty-bourgeoisie and the 
proletariat are oppressed by imperial capital, 
the proletariat alone is exploited by imperial 
capital. While the petty-bourgeoisie involves 
itself in commodity production willingly in the 
hope of rising into the bourgeoisie, the proleta
riat involves itself in commodity production only 
because it has nothing to sell but its labor pow
er, and produces commodities under the tyranny 
of capital. That is the proletariat is alienated 
from its labor; the petty-bourgeois is not. It 
is out of these production relationships that two 
political lines develop in the anti-imperialist 
struggle. The petty-bourgeois line calls for the 
expulsion of the imperialists and the maintenance 
of a utopian capitalism. The proletarian line 
also calls for the expulsion of imperialism but 
demands a socialist revolution. These two lines 
emerged clearly in Peru in the 1920's embodied 
in two men ••. Torre, ••. and Mariategui, ••. 19 
(enphasis in the original). 

The different class positions taken by Mari'tegui (proletarian) 
and de la Torre (petty bourgeois) in relation to the gra.o~ing 
workers' novenent and the great proletarian class struggleS of 
the 1920's under the repressive dictatorship of AugustO B. re
guia, was reflected in the programs of their respective politi
cal parties, the Peruvian Socialist Party (later the Peruvian 
Corrm..mist Party) and the APRA (The Arrerican Popular Revolution
ary Alliance). The political program of the Peruvian Socialist 
Party enoorrpassed arrong others, the follcMing fundament;al prin
ciples: that, the party is the vanguard of the proletariat; 
that, only through the praxis of the proletariat, which is 
anti-inperialist, can be the errancipation of the ecx>IlCIIl¥ be ef
fected; that, only through or within the scope of socialism can 
class and social contradictions be resolved in Peru; that, the 
ecoila!¥ of the country is linked to the world capitalist system, 
thus the necessity of solidarity with other proletarian revolu
tionary stru]gles; that, the contradictions of the capitalist 
ecoila!¥ gra.o~ shal:per; and that capitalism was in its stage of 
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irrperialism. 20 In contradistinction to these materialist 
prop:>sitions of the Socialist Party, the original program of 
the APRA fo:r.:mulated by Haya de la Torre (at his petty-bourgeois 
i.nperialist stage, that is rhetorical) was to serve as a base 
against " ••. North Anerican i.nperialism; :novarent tGlards poli
tical tmity in latin Anerica; nationalization of land and indus
try; internationalization of the Panama canal; and world-wide 
solidarity with all oppressed peoples and classes"21; by 1965 
(during phase, which continues up to the present, of APRA's col
laboration with the forces of reaction, repression, and capital) 
these political propositions had becx:me: "we ncM distinguish 
between U.S. capital, which we clearly need, and eJq?loi tati ve 
capital that we reject, whatever its nationality may be; we ncM 

oonsider latin Anerican tmity to be a utopian solution; we rn~ 
hold that only public services sb::>uld be nationalized; sane t:ine 
a<,p we discarded the idea of the internationalization of the 
Panama canal; of course, we still support solidarity with op
pressed peoples and classes. "22 This has been, and continues to 
be, the collaborationist nature of the APRA in its historical 
betrayal of the Peruvian working class. 

'ilie great historical task of Mari~tegui' s political 
practice and its intervention within the historical process (on 
the on-going class struggle), was mt only to combat the colla
borationist and C>F1?0rttmistic nature of Haya de la Torre and the 
llmerican Popular !Evolutionary Alliance, but also, and rrore im
portant, to forge a tmity (fusion) between rcarxi.st theo:ry (sci
ence and philosophy) and the worker's rrovarent in Peru and ul
timately in the wtx:>le of latin Anerica. It was this dual task 
which infonred the historical, theoretical and social ensertbles 
(elarents) of Mari~tegui' s praxis. A praxis which in turn in
fomed his political, social, eccnan:i.c and cultural writings 
(essays) in Amauta; sone of which were collected together in 
the book, Seven Interpretive Essays on Peruvian Reality.23 

If today we are quick to criticize Frantz Fanon, it is 
because his historical and social praxis foiillS a significant 
seclim:mt of our African cultural and political climate: a praJC
is that has re-awakened the revolutionary inpulse within Afri
can history; a praxis that has dialectically re-established the 
oontinuity of African histo:ry whidl had been ruptured by the 
inposition of European histo:ry in the form of colonial danina
tion; a praxis that had forged a path and the action for the 
possible tmification of Africa, a tmification which is not 
based on the Negritude Illfl:h of the supposed cultural and racial 
l'acogeneity of the African peoples, but rather, a tmity that is 
a product of anted struggle to overt:hrcM colonial and neo-colo
nial Cbmination, and the active participation of the masses 
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within history, Cabral has clearly indicated the historical 
trajectory of this unity: 

In Africa we are for African unity, but 
we are for African unity in favour of 
the African peoples. We consider unity 
to be a means, not an end. Unity can 
reinforce and accelerate the reaching 
of ends, but we must not betray the end. 
That is why we are not in such a great 
hurry to achieve African unity. We know 
that it will dome, step by step, as a re
sult of the fruitful efforts of the African 
peoples. It will come at the service of 
Africa and of humanity.24 

As such, the historical legacy of Fanon is truly prodigious. 

Nevertheless, certain historical correctives of Fanon 1 s . 
ellipses, torsions, convolutions, excesses and displacemmts 
are in order. It is not necessary for us to dwell on Fanon 1s 
great neri ts, which are enontDus and incarparable; but rather, 
it is historically important to ~e the nature of Fanon 1 S 

oversights, and the historical trajectory of their thrust, in 
order to conc:retize the histOrical significance and political 
rreaning of Fanon 1 s legacy for conterrporary political, social, 
econcmic and cultural struggles in the '!bird rorld today. Fbr 
the oost profound and prono1mced historical correctives of the 
historical trajectory of Fanon 1 s praxis were articulated by 
Nguyen Nghe,25 the Vietnarcese Crnmmist philosofher, within 
the oontext of the heroic and recently successful Vietnarcese 
Revolution, and by the late 1\milcar Cabral26, the founder, 
leader and idealogue of the PAIGC (the African Party for the 
Independence of Guinea and cape Verde), and also great Marxist 
thinker, within the context of the Guinean (Cape Verdean) Re
volution . . 'Ihese profound critiques are not nere accidents of 
history, but rather reflect the correct process of the dialec
tical within the oontradictory ooverrent of history. re shall 
~e only one type of Fanon 1 s oversight, since it occupies 
a central position within his discourse, and indicates the na
ture of Fanon's ellipses. 

Fanon writes in The Wretched of the Earth: 

It cannot be too strongly stressed that 
in the colonial territories, the proletariat 
is the nucleus of the colonized population 
which has been most pampered by the colo
nial regime. The embryonic proletariat 
of the towns is in a comparatively privi-
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leged position. In capitalist coun
tries, the working class has nothing 
to lose; it is they who in the long run 
have everything to gain. In the colonial 
countries, the working class has everything 
to lose; in reality it represents that 
fraction of the colonized nation which 
is necessary and irreplacable if the 
colonial machine is to run smoothly: it 
includes train conductors , taxi drivers, 
nriners, dockers, interpreters, nurses, and 
so on. It is these elements which consti
tute the most faithful followers of the 
nationalist parties, and who because of 
the privileged place which they hold in 
the colonial system constitute also the 
"bourgeoisie" fraction of the colonized 
people.21 

In the colonies, it is at the very core 
of the embryonic working class that 
you find individualist behaviour.28 

For Fanon, the mass of country people, and particularly 
the peasantry rerrain "disciplined and altruistic. '!he individ
ual stands aside in favour of the CX>Illllllility." Continuing on 
this theoretical exposition Fanon adds: 

•.•• discover that the mass of the country 
people have never ceased to think. of the 
problem of their liberation except in 
terms of violence, in terms of taking back 
the land from the foreigners, in terms of 
national struggle, and of armed insurrection.29 

For Fanon, the peasantry is the only revolutionary class within 
the colonial context, since it is the " •.• only spontaneously 
revolutionary force." 30 Fanon' s inversion of the Mand.st pos
tulate, that the proletariat is the only revolutionary class 
within a capitalist m:xle of production (i.e., the stru::tural 
position they occupy in the prodocti.on process, for it is in 
the production process, not in the circulation process, that 
exploitation of the proletariat takes place through surplus 
extraction) is based on the "unique" and singular nature of 
colonialism: 

The originality of the colonial context 
is that economic reality, inequality, 
and the immense difference of ways of 
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life never come to mask the human 
realities.... In the colonies the 
economic substructure is also a super
structure. The cause is the consequence; 
you are rich because you are white, you 
are white because you are rich. This 
is why Marxist analysis should always be 
slightly stretched eveiy time we have to 
do with the colonial problem. Everything 
up to and including the very nature of 
pre-capitalist society, so well explained 
by Marx, must here be thought out again.3l 

Nguyen Nghe 1 s riposte, to Frantz FaiX)n 1 s social analY"" 
sis and theoretical fonrn.llation that the peasantry is the only 
revolutionary class within a colonial context, is in the clas
sical Marxist tradition. '!hough paying tribute to Fanon 1 s 
great achievarent--"Fanon 1 s book, which is an echo and reflec
tion of the Algerian Revolution, through its ebullition as -well 
as through the sparkles of truth it casts, retains, to a cer
tain extent, the greatness and richness of that revolution ... 
Unfortunately, Fanon has left us while the book remains. '!he 
respect that -we CMe him cannot prevent us from criticizing the 
theses put forth in this work32--Nghe rightly criticizes Fa
non 1 s coneption of social class and the denial of the revolu
tionary potential of the proletariat within a colcnial context: 

There is first the error of ranging in 
the same social class, the dockers and 
miners, with interpreters and nurses. 
The former constitute the real prole
tariat, the industrial working class . 
(in the colonies, one has also to put 
in this class the workers in the big 
plantations); the latter are part of 
the small bourgeoisie, •••••• In the 
colonies the working class is not a 
privileged class in the sense that Fanon 
defines it, that is to say cajoled by 
the settlers; it is privileged in the 
revolutionary sense, by the fact of 
colonial exploitation, to conceive the 
way of the future for the society as 
a whole. In a revolutionary perspective, 
miners and dockers are much better placed 
than the doctor or lawyer, or the small 
peasant lost in his village.33 

Therefore, Fanon 1 s oversight is due to a lack in his social 
analysis and theorectical discourse: the absence of a histori-
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cal analysis of the particular nature of the rrode of production 
within a oolonial oontext (what is the type of its synthesis, 
the nature of its daninance, the unity of certain elenents and 
p~ses within it), the particular social fonnation in which 
it forms the central whole. '!his would have ooncretized the 
differential analysis of the social relations of production 
within the oontext of the 'lhird W:>rld oountries ("The notion of 
the '1hird W:>rld, however, is devoid of any positive, sufficient
ly rich and dynamic oontent to base upon it a theo:ry of histo
rical develo:t;rrent. n34) Amilcar cabral, in a text delivered at 
the seminar held at the Frantz Fanon Center in Treviglio, Milan, 
analysed and discussed su:::h fund.airental issues in West African 
social fonnations as: the existence and absence of social stra
tification within different ethnic groups, the singular nature 
and CMilership of the inst.ru!rents of production, the posi lion of 
waren within the production process, the :rredi.ating factor of Is
lamic religion and the changing nature of relations between 
principal and seoonda:ry oontradictions (and their aspects) • The 
differential class fonnations within different ethnic groups 
and their synthesis oonstitute the social whJle of the Guinean 
social structure. Cabral further analysed the type of synthesis 
of internal and external oontradictions with the intervention 
of foreign capital, the oontradicto:ry relation between oount:ry 
and town, the errbcyonic nature of the Guinean -working class; 
the revolutiona:ry role of different social classes within the 
social and national liberation struggle; and last, but not least, 
the transfonnation of the PAIGC fran being a front to being a 
political party of the Guinean revolutiona:ry masses.35 SUch a 
totalizing oonception of the historical process facilitates an 
objective analysis of the structural ooordinates of class for
mation of class dani.nance within a singular social formation 

(a synthesis of rrodes of production). 

It is within this historical oontext and in relation to 
this particular social analysis that Cabral supports the cri
tique of Nghe 1 s against Fanon 1 s ccnception of the peasant:ry 
being a revolutiona:ry class (force): 

Here I should like to broach one key 
problem, which is of enornDus impor
tance for us, as we are a country of 
peasants, and that is the problem of 
whether or not the peasantry represents 
the main revolutionary force. I shall 
confine myself to my own country, Guinea, 
where it must be said at once that the 
peasantry is not a revolutionary force-
which may seem strange, particularly as 
we have based the whole of our armed 
liberation struggle on the peasantry. 
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A distinction must be drawn between a 
physical force and a ·revolutionary force; 
physically, the peasantry is a great 
force in Guinea: it is almost the whole 
of the population, it controls the nation's 
wealth, it is the peasantry which pro
duces; but we know from experience what 
trouble we had convincing the peasantry to 
fight. 36 

cabral' s articulation of the type of .IlDde of production (deve
lopnental tmity of its synthesis, and/or the thrust of its do
minance), and the nature of class relations therein, is infonred 
by a concrete analysis of the history of class fonnatian within 
the Guinean social formation, pre and J?OSt-colonial Cbmination 
(i.e. , a concrete theorization of the process of history) : 

In fact in the general evolution of humanity 
and of each of the peoples of which it is 
composed, classes appear neither as a general
ized and simultaneous phenomenon throughout 
the totality of these groups, nor as a fin
ished, perfect, uniform and spontaneous whole. 
The definition of classes within one or sev
eral human groups is a fundamental consequence 
of the progressive development of the produc
tive forces and of the characteristics of 
the distribution of the wealth produced by 
the group or usurped from others.31 

This leads us to pose the following question: 
does history begin only with the development 
of the phenomenon of 'class', and consequently 
of class struggle? To reply in the affirma
tive would be to place outside history the 
whole period of life of human groups from the 
discovery of hunting, and later of nomadic and 
sedentary agriculture, to the organization of 
herds and the private appropriation of land. 
It would also be to consider--and this we fuse 
to accept--that various human groups in Africa, 
Asia and Latin America were living without 
history, or outside history at the time when 
they were subjected to the yoke of imperialism.38 

This means that before the class struggle-
and necessarily after it, since in this 
world there is no before without an after-
one or several factors was and will be the 
motive force of history. It is not difficult 
to see that this factor in the history of 
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each human group is the mde of production-
the level of production forces and the 
pattern of ownership--characteristic of 
that group. 39 

This is a result of the uneven development 
of human societies, whether caused by in
ternal reasons or by one of more external 
factors exerting an accelerating or slowing
down influence on their evolution.40 

'!he absence in Fanon's exposition of an analysis of a 
ncde of production lead to an oversight of the law of uneven 
and cx:rcbined developnent, which is a fundanental law of the 
process of social develqmmt (whether through its qualitative 
crisis and breaks or through its "hanronious" gn:Mth) of under
developed countries, which were the concrete object of Faron's 
discourse. By declaring that the peasant class was a revolu
tionary force, Fanon confused and equated class origin with 
class position,41 by obliterating the dialectical distinction 
of the historical process in which a class ~ be a leading 
force, a noving force, or a principle force42 (or the possible 
synthesis of these three nodes in a concrete historical sub
ject). '!his oversi<jlt of Faron's was a product of catplex and 
mterrelated objective historical factors; it was a product 
of a blinding illumination. 

v 

Nevertheless, both Frantz Fanon and Jose carlos Maria
tegui have left us a historical legacy which is profoundly 
anti-inperialist, and inplacably universal, materialistic, in 
helping a people's liberation from ecorx:mri.c, political, social 
and cultural oppression; a historical legacy fran which devel
ops a social and cultural cppression; a historical legacy from 
whidl develops a social praxis which is an instrunent for li
berating people fran the realm of necessity to the realm of 
freeckm. Herein lies their historical significance for us to
day. 
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